Aims: To rationalize confusion in the literature concerning the analysis of combined antimicrobials, specifically to see if the combination index (CI) method of analysis was as rigorous as claimed. Methods and Results: Data from previous studies of the inhibition of Staphylococcus aureus by mixed antimicrobials were re-analysed using the CI method and a model which takes account of differences in the concentration exponents of individual antimicrobials. Conclusions: The Chou-Talalay combination index method for the analysis of combined antimicrobials was found to be valid only in the specific cases where concentration exponents were equal. In these cases, the CI method was found to be a function of the residuals of fitting the additive model to the observed data. Where concentration exponents were not equal, the CI method was invalid, whereas the additive model took these differences into account. Significance and Impact of Study: The CI method can be replaced wholly by the additive model described. The model allows simple regression to be used to analyse whole data sets and provides simple graphical output.
Introduction
Resistance to antimicrobials, specifically therapeutic antibiotics, has become a serious global problem threatening on a daily basis to turn to catastrophe (World Health Organization 2012; Liu et al. 2016 ). Fleming had warned 70 years before against the profligate use of such drugs (Fleming 1946a (Fleming , 1946b ; penicillinase-producing bacteria were already known before penicillin became widely available (Abraham and Chain 1940) . One method suggested in the 1950s, as part of antibiotic policies to combat the emergence and persistence of resistance, was combining antimicrobials-looking to exploit synergies between the components of a mixture (Lowbury 1955 (Lowbury , 1957 Phillips 2005) . But, being able to analyse the experimental data and reach valid conclusions from combination studies is, however, not a simple exercise. Greco et al. (1995) discussed a large number of mathematical models used for such analyses, and the confusion in the field has led to some vigorous debates (e.g. Chou 2011 ) and has also put journal editors into the difficult position of having to impose definitions of what is and what is not synergy (Odds 2003) .
Chou-Talalay's Combination Index (CI) method of analysing for synergistic, additive or antagonistic behaviour between biologically active substances has become a standard technique (Chou and Talalay 1984; Odds 2003; Chou 2006 Chou , 2008 . This methodology is essentially identical to the well-known sum of the fractional inhibitory concentrations (ΣFIC) also used in combination antimicrobial studies (Berenbaum 1978 (Berenbaum , 1985 . Many combination models, including the CI and ΣFIC, are based on the validity of the Loewe reference model (LRM, Loewe and Muischnek 1926; Eqn (1) ).
The LRM: An n-component mixture has a given effect, which is elicited individually at concentrations X i ; in the mixture the fractional amount of each component, x i /X i , sums to give the same effect.
The CI method substitutes the X i with a rearrangement of the Hill model (see Goutelle et al. 2008 for a discussion of the Hill model); it is assumed that the mixture also follows the Hill model. This gives the CI measure for a given effect; the average of these gives the overall conclusion relative to the additive expectation of the LRM (additive if CI = 1, synergy if CI<1, and antagonism if CI>1). In some cases, all three states are reported for particular combinations depending on the composition used (e.g. Kanzawa et al. 2001) . Other combination models can be considered empirical although many have some foundation in the LRM, such as Greco's Flagship model (Greco et al.1995) , which adds a synergy term to the CI method, and that of Lambert and Lambert (2003) , based on a model akin to the Hill (Lambert and Pearson 2000) , but which incorporated an extra parameter to fit combination data.
A large number of publications and patents rely on the veracity of the LRM (e.g. through the use of the CI and ΣFIC methods). It was suggested, however, that differences in the concentration exponents of the components in a mixture might result in the appearance of synergy (pseudo-synergy) because the standard methods of analysing antimicrobial combinations based on the LRM did not appear to accommodate these particular parameters (Lambert and Lambert 2003) . A similar point had been made by Loewe (1957) -that the ΣFIC methodology for mixed concentration exponents might not be valid. If the LRM was found to be invalid or only a special case, then the conclusions of many such works might need reinvestigation. Chou, however, was so convinced that his methodology was the correct one, because it was based on 'Nature's fundamental massaction law in biophysics and biochemistry' (Chou 2010) that he challenged the biomedical community to 'prove that the CI method is not correct or to provide a better alternative. . .' for the assessment of combination effects (Chou 2008) .
Herein, it is shown that Chou's assumption that individual models can be simply substituted into the LRM is invalid-unless all components in the mixture have identical concentration exponents and propose, therefore, that the LRM is a special case. A model based on an extension to the LRM is presented which allows the complex CI method to be replaced by a model compatible with easily available nonlinear regression procedures. The simple hypothesis of this work being that any additive effect must only require the individual parameters to predict the effect.
Materials and methods

Microbial cultures and manipulations
Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538) was used throughout, and the experimental methods have been fully described elsewhere (Lambert and Lambert 2003) . Optical density (OD) data were analysed using time to detection (TTD) rather than calculating the area under the curve as was done previously. The TTD was defined as the time to produce an OD = 0Á2 after the background OD was removed; the time to detection was obtained through polynomial interpolation between successive time points which straddled the OD criterion, and has an accuracy of at least AE 1 min. The rate to detection is defined as 1/ TTD, and the relative rate to detection (RRTD) is defined as TTD contol /TTD observed .
Model development and the generalization of the LRM
The LRM as a special case The Lambert-Pearson (2000) model can be written as follows:
The LPM, where eff is the effect observed, E 0 is the control effect, P is the concentration at the inflexion point (on a log concentration scale) and m is the concentration exponent.
This can be rearranged to give the concentration required for a given effect;
Substituting these expressions into the LRM (Eqn (1)) for a binary mixture, where each component follows the LPM gives
This format of the model is used in the Chou-Talalay method to calculate the CI index for each specific mixture. If the concentration exponents are equal, Eqn (4) can be shown to be identical to
Equation (5) offers a more convenient method for analysing combination data than Eqn (4), because standard nonlinear regression can be used with the latter, unlike the former. From the definition of the CI, it can be shown that the CI is a function of the residual of the fitting of Eqn (5) (residual = observed value À modelled);
Equation (6) is the relationship between the CI and the fitting (eff mod ) of Eqn (5) to observed data (eff obs ). A CI = 1 for a given combination lies on the modelled line (residual = 0, and eff obs = eff mod ); a CI < 1 lies below (res. < 0), and a CI > 1 lies above (res. > 0).
If the concentration exponents in Eqn (4) are not equivalent, then this leads to an inconsistent set of equations when the LRM is rearranged to produce the format of the LPM; multiplying Eqn (4) by (ln(E 0 /eff))
(1/mx) or by (ln(E 0 /eff))
(1/my) leads to either
Rearranging these to obtain the form of the LPM gives
These equations are only equivalent if m x = m y . For example, consider a simple case of P x = P y = 1, and where m x = 1 and m y = 2, by substitution the expressions obtained are clearly not the same. Hence, the LRM has resulted in two solutions for a given effect dependent on which exponent is used to multiply out the original expression. This strongly suggests that the LRM is not a valid reference model for components of a mixture which have distinct concentration exponents.
Generalizing the LRM For a mixture of n-components each with identical concentration exponents and each following the monotonic LPM, then the resulting combination model can be given by
Equation (11) is the simple additive model (SAM) for a mixture of n-inhibitors each following the LPM with identical concentration exponents.
The format of Eqn (11) does suggest that the expansion of the values within the bracket follows a standard binomial expansion when m is an integer and the nonintegral (Newtonian) expansion when m is real. A model taking account of mixed exponents must preserve the format of the LPM but must address the expansion, and also have Eqn (11) as a special case, and must only use two parameters per inhibitor.
A particular solution to the problem of mixed concentration exponents for a binary system is given by Eqn (12).
If m 1 = m 2 , then the model reduces to Eqn (11) for two inhibitors; if x 2 tends to zero, then the LPM model for x 1 is obtained and vice versa. For a system of n-inhibitors, this model expands to give
where m 1 ≤ m 2 ≤ m 3 ≤. . .≤ m n and x 1 , x 2,. . . x n are the ratios of the amount of x i in the mixture to the P value for that component; we define EffC as the effective concentration, and we have termed Eqn (13) the Extended LPM. This model is a series of nested binomial expansions; if all the exponents are equivalent, then this reduces to the simple additive model of Eqn (11). In this equation, each component appears with the two necessary pieces of information-its P value and its exponent. For the binary system, Eqn (12) can be rearranged to produce a format akin to the LRM;
Equation (14) is the extended Loewe reference model for a binary mixture with distinct concentration exponents.
If the exponents are equal, the standard LRM is obtained. A substantial prediction of this model is that the additive effect of combining components with different exponents produces curved (concave) isoboles.
Fitting procedures
The LPM is an exponential decay function, and as such only approaches the 'zero' value at large concentrations. Lambert (2010) produced an extension to the basic model which allowed it to cut the concentration axis at the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC). The function given for the effective concentration (Eqn (8) of that publication) is only valid in the special cases where the concentration exponents are c. 1. To be able to use the new insights into combinations, the following composite function was used;
The Extended Lambert-Pearson Model modified to allow the model to cross the concentration axis. RTD is the reciprocal of the time to detection; P 0 is the RTD of the positive control.
The MIC contour or surface is given by the expression
Model fitting was carried out using the nonlinear fitting procedure of Mathematica 8 (Wolfram Research Inc, Champaign, IL, USA) or JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Simulations were carried out using Eqn (11) or Eqn (13) for binary mixtures using the parameters found for individual inhibitors, modified according to the procedure given in Eqn (15). Using the experimental chequerboard design, the predicted combination effects were calculated. To these values, random error from a normal distribution (N(0, RMSE) was added. The RMSE values used were chosen to reflect the expected global error of the experiments. Fitting these virtual data gave a new set of parameters. This procedure was repeated up to 10,000 times to give an indication of the spread of the parameter values for the given RMSE.
Results
Individual inhibitors
The concentration-dependent inhibition of S. aureus of several quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs), chlorocresol and the antibiotic kanamycin sulphate was analysed using Eqn (2); the parameters obtained are given in Table 1 . Each inhibitor followed the form of the LPM. Figure 1 shows the observed and modelled data for three of the QACs. The values obtained for their MIC and NIC are similar to those reported previously (Lambert and Pearson 2000) , which were obtained using the area under the curve rather than the time to detection method used here. The ratio of the NIC to the MIC shows that the change from no observed effect to full inhibition occurs over a short concentration range (typically within one or two dilutions of the experimental procedure).
Concentrations were normalized by dividing by the P value obtained. When plotted against the normalized concentration, the effect has a magnitude of 1/exp(1) at a normalized concentration of 1 (Fig. 2) . With respect to the MIC, a normalized scale has an MIC = exp(1/m). For the QAC surfactants examined, this had an average value of 1Á48 (AE0Á12); multiplication of this by the P value gives the calculated MIC in mg l À1 .
Combined inhibitors
It is assumed that since each inhibitor can be described by the LPM, a mixture will also follow the form of the LPM if that combination is additive. Components in a mix with identical concentration exponents will follow the LRM and can be modelled using Eqn (11). If the exponents are not identical, then the general form of the LRM, given by Eqn (13), can be used. Given the individual parameters (Table 1) , simulations of the experimental protocols were carried out to predict the outcome of the experiments and also to see whether the errors inherent in the methodology would allow a distinction between the exponents.
QAC mixtures
Observed data from combination experiments were analysed using Eqn (11) and Eqn (13) where each model was modified according to the method given in Eqn (15). The results for all combinations tested are given in Tables 2  and 3 (Eqn (11) and Eqn (13), respectively). The fit of the SAM (where exponents are defined as equal) and the ELPM are essentially equivalent. Although the ELPM is not overparameterized, there is no statistical reason to believe that the components of the mixture have different concentration exponents; hence, in these cases, the SAM is sufficient to model the combined effect. An analysis of the Akaike information criterion (AIC, results not shown), which allows the comparison of models with different numbers of parameters, suggests that the SAM is marginally superior to the ELPM in these cases.
Normalizing the concentration with respect to the P value of individual antimicrobials gave a simple way of comparing the efficacy of individual antimicrobials. For combinations, a similar plot can be realized by plotting the observed effect against the effective concentration defined by Eqn (13). This gives an effect with magnitude 1/exp(1) at an EffC = 1. Figure 3 shows a plot of the predicted and observed effects of combining C14QAC and C10QAC against the effective concentration. The observed data follow the predicted line, suggesting an additive effect. Figure 4 shows the modelled and observed data for combined C12QAC and C12choline; in the four cases of mixed surfactants studied, the observed data were modelled successfully with either Eqn (11) or Eqn (13), suggesting that (i) in a mixture they give an additive effect and (ii) they have statistically similar concentration exponents.
The MIC of the mixture is given by EffC = exp(1/m n ), which is a contour for a binary mix and a surface for a ternary mix, etc. For the binary mixtures of QACs examined, since the fits of the SAM and the ELPM suggest that the concentration exponents are equivalent, linear isoboles are predicted. Since the SAM and the LRM are identical, a fit to the SAM automatically means that the isoboles will be linear. The experimental setup of serial half-fold dilutions is, however, fundamentally logarithmic in nature, and for that reason, Fig. 5a shows a comparison of the contour plots from the observed and modelled data using normalized log concentration scales, and Fig. 5b shows a 3D cross-eyed stereo view of the observed and modelled data (on log concentration scales) from the same experiment. There is close agreement between the observed and modelled data.
Comparison with the CI methodology
Equation (4) gives the general equation for the calculation of the CI used in the Chou-Talalay method. This function is only valid if the concentration exponents are equal. Equation (6) gives the function which relates the C10QAC  0Á186  0Á185-0Á187  71Á78  70Á65-73Á04  3Á391  3Á186-3Á609  43Á25  96Á4  0 Á00268/67  C12QAC  0Á274  0Á272-0Á276  6Á484  6Á324-6Á671  3Á036  2Á767-3Á326  3Á682  9Á014  0Á00599/67  C12Choline  0Á301  0Á299-0Á303  7Á723  7Á579-7Á880  2Á661  2Á491-2Á843  4Á05  11Á25  0Á00669/71  C14QAC  0Á2  0 Á194-0Á206  0Á6215  0Á5845-0Á6662  2Á082  1Á696-2Á465  0Á272  1Á005  0Á01491/49  C16QAC  0Á255  0Á250-0Á260  0Á6255  0Á6023-0Á6517  2Á172  1Á928-2Á445  0Á284  0Á991  0Á01116/40  Chlorocresol  0Á202  0Á199-0Á204  206Á1  199Á4-214Á6  2Á597  2Á214-3Á023  106Á4  303  0Á00769/75  Kanamycin SO 4  0Á239  0Á230-0Á248  2Á759  2Á631-2Á897  1Á834  1Á578-2Á119  1Á081  4Á759  0Á01170/ CI with the fitting of the same data to Eqn (5), where the exponents are defined as equal. Since, in the cases of the mixed surfactants studied here, the exponents are similar 
, degrees of freedom (observations of growth out of 100 in total (OD reached a value of 0Á2 in the time of the experiment) less the number of parameters). Table 3 Fitted ELPM parameters for combined systems a direct comparison between the Chou-Talalay method and the SAM can be tentatively made. Figure 6 shows a plot of the residuals along with the calculated CI values against the effective concentration for the C12 and C14QAC combination. A negative residual is equivalent to a CI < 1, indicating synergy and a positive residual a CI > 1, indicating antagonism with respect to the definitions given by the CI methodology. At low concentrations, the CI measure shows large variation since the observed and the E 0 values are similar; from Eqn (6), this results in a function being divided by a number close to zero, hence the large variations observed. Table 2 gives the average CI value found and the range observed for each of the combinations studied.
C12QAC with Kanamycin sulphate
Kanamycin sulphate (an aminoglycoside) was analysed in combination with C12QAC. Using the values of the concentration exponents given in Table 1 , a simulation of the expected additive effect using Monte Carlo analysis with an RMSE of 5% suggested that the experimental design would give statistically distinct concentration exponents. An RMSE greater than 8% would, however, lead to statistical overlap between the parameters. From these simulations, it was predicted that if the system was additive, then the isoboles would be concave reflecting the differences in the concentration exponents. The observed data are shown in Fig. 7 as contour plots of the predicted and the observed. In this case, the observations were not consistent with an additive model and appear to show antagonism. The data for kanamycin are clearly not monotonic. Both the ELPM and the CI methods of analyses are invalid for this combination.
Chlorocresol with C10QAC or C14QAC
Simulations of the C10QAC and CC data with an RMSE = 0Á05 gave concentration exponents with a range of 2Á79-3Á93 and 2Á22-2Á90, respectively; an RMSE = 0Á08 expanded the range to 2Á52-4Á23 and to 2Á06-3Á10, respectively. For C14QAC and CC, an RMSE = 0Á05 gave concentration exponents with a range of 1Á84-2Á30 and 2Á09-2Á93, respectively. In each case, curved additive isoboles were predicted, with C10QAC/CC showing a greater degree of curvature. Figure 8a gives the scatter plot for the observed data for the individual and combined C10QAC and chlorocresol inhibition and the fitted line against the modelled effective concentration; Fig. 8b shows the same data as a 3D-stereo view. The data are consistent with the mixture giving an additive effect; the parameters obtained from the fitting of the ELPM (Table 3) are consistent with the individual effects. Similarly, the combined chlorocresol with C14QAC data were consistent with an additive effect (Fig. 9 ). Chou (2008) stated that there was only one definition of synergy (the calculated CI <1) and that the mass-action law was the only basis to determine it, and challenged the biomedical community to show that the CI method was not correct or at least to provide a better approach which had an equally rigorous basis as the CI method: 'This issue. . . is so fundamental and critical that without resolution, it may affect the credibility and the reputation of the biomedical sciences'.
Discussion
The basis of the CI method to conclude synergy (or antagonism) is the observation of a deviation from the LRM for some observed effect in a combined system. Although the model used to describe the effects of individual inhibitors in the CI method (the Hill model) has a base in the mass-action law, the LRM does not. The LRM is a phenomenological model derived from the observation that self with self (the so-called mock experiment) leads to linear isoboles (Greco et al.1995) . Deviations from linearity were only found when different materials were mixed, hence the assumption that these must be synergistic or antagonistic, since additivity was assumed to show linear isoboles.
The models used to analyse the effect of individual bioactives (e.g. the Hill model or the LPM) are each monotonic with respect to concentration. In combination, the observed effect also follows the same form of the model when the composition has a fixed ratio of components. When formulating a model to analyse combinations of inhibitors, two pieces of information are required from each component-the concentration at the inflexion point of the dose-response curve and a measure of the slope at that point (the concentration exponent). For the LPM, these are the P and the m values; and for the Hill model the EC50 and h values. If these models are substituted into the LRM as described in Eqn (4), and as per the CI methodology, then an equation inconsistent with the model used is found, unless the concentration exponents of all the components in the mixture are identical. This means that the CI method and its conclusions are only valid in these particular circumstances.
In those particular cases, as exemplified by the combination of the QACs, the LRM is identical to the simple additive model (SAM) and the latter allows all the data to be analysed using standard nonlinear regression giving the fitting statistics expected from such-which are generally absent from the CI or ΣFIC methods. Furthermore, if required, the CI values can be derived from the residual of the modelled fit, that is, the CI is a measure of the statistical spread of the data from the modelled (SAM) value. Hence, this regression method is a better approach and is more rigorous than the current CI method. Significant deviations from the SAM (i.e. more than statistical spread) are caused either by a true antagonism (e.g. as shown in the case of C12QAC and Kanamycin), a true synergy (e.g. QACs and EDTA) or is due to the presence of at least one component in the mix with a distinct concentration exponent. If the concentration exponents are distinct, then the LRM (and therefore the CI method) is not a valid basis for the analysis, and any conclusions drawn are moot. Conversely, if it is known that the exponents are statistically equivalent, then any significant departure from the expected or predicted additive effect must be describing a different physical phenomenon than an additive effect. In general, these effects would be labelled as synergy or antagonism depending on which side of the line the effects fall.
The LRM (Eqn (1)) does not reflect any knowledge of the concentration exponents, and this is due to its requirement for them to be equal; the failure of the CI method occurs if this condition is not met. By reconsidering the LRM and forcing it to reflect the individual concentration exponents, the format shown in Eqn (14) for two bioactives was derived by further insisting that the components are placed into the equation in order of increasing concentration exponents. This leads to a consistent equation, and this 'extended' LRM gives the ELPM when the LPM is used to describe the individual action of the inhibitors. In a similar vein to the LRM and the SAM, this generalized version of the LRM and the ELPM are identical. An equivalent form can be produced when the Hill model is used to describe individual action. This format for mixed exponents is proposed as a potential candidate for the problem of mixed exponents. This proposed nested binomial expression (as described in Eqn (13)) is a more general expression which defaults to the standard LRM in the special case where the exponents are equal. A hypothesis of the work described above is that if the combination data can be adequately described by the two parameters found individually per component, then that system cannot be described as synergistic, only additive. The predictions of Eqn (13) are that mixtures describing additive behaviour having components with identical concentration exponents give linear isoboles and those mixtures with components having distinct exponents give concave isoboles-the concavity depending on the magnitude of the difference between the exponents.
Combinations of chlorocresol with C10QAC or with C14QAC both follow the ELPM and have distinct concentration exponents. They also display concave isobols. Since the ELPM fits the observed data, these curved isobols describe an additive effect. One further interesting facet of the ELPM is its ability to predict the outcome of an experimental design, given the individual parameters and a level of experimental error (RMSE value). This ability is missing from the CI methodology.
The Chou-Talalay combination index method for the analysis of combined bioactives, and by implication, the ΣFIC methodology, is only valid under the specific circumstances of when all components in the mix have identical concentration exponents. In these specific circumstances, these methods are identical to a simple, but more rigorous, regression procedure. Where the CI and ΣFIC methods are invalid, a mixed concentration exponent model can be used to describe the observed effects. By improving upon the CI methodology and increasing our understanding of how to model combined effects, novel combinations of bioactives can be more rigorously analysed and false indications of synergy highlighted, preventing wasted effort looking for the reasons for a synergy which may not exist. 
